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Extra on Face Reading-Eyebrow

Face/Palm Reading
Eyebrows (Age 31 to 34)

The eyebrow governs a person life from age 31 to 34. In addition, the eyebrow also represents siblings;
the left represents brother(s) while the right represents sister(s). The eyebrow without any ‘break’
signifies cohesiveness among siblings. A fine eyebrow represents a person who is attentive to details
while a thick eyebrow represents a careless person. Eyebrows also represent a person’s observational
ability and emotions.
Eyebrows are the focal point of emotions and intelligence. People with eyebrows longer than the eyes
are passionate and artistic in nature. Those with thick and messy eyebrows are insensitive and lacking
artistic values.
A good eyebrow is fine with a shining hair texture, un-dispersed at both ends, long and above the eye
socket bone, while the reverse is said to represent bad eyebrows. Persons with long eyebrows are
hesitant and slow in decision-making processes while those with shorter eyebrows are normally
decisive and quick in taking action.
Thick eyebrows
Persons with thick eyebrows only pay attention to important issues and are careless about details.
Males are prone to have thick eyebrows as women with such eyebrows will not pay attention to the little
details in life or do not like to do house chores. Males with too thick eyebrows due to their heightened
adrenaline levels are sexually active but submissive to their wives.
Eyebrows near eye (suppressing eyes)
Persons with such eyebrows are said to have thin family relationships and have a difficult time owning
properties. Such persons are practical in daily approaches but are narrow-minded.
Dispersed eyebrow (sparse)
This refers to hair growing in different directions. Unable to manage their life in general, these people
are often unable to sustain wealth. Such persons are usually indecisive when it comes to
decision-making.
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Long eyebrows
Long eyebrows are considered good because such people might get guidance from angels when in
trouble.
Short eyebrows
This is the reverse of the above, whereby such persons are unable to get help or guidance from angels
when in trouble. Eyebrows that are shorter than the length of the eyes are constantly experiencing
financial instability.
Thin or fine eyebrows
Since eyebrows also represent siblings, persons with such thin eyebrows will have fewer siblings and
thin relationship with them, if any at all. Nevertheless, such persons are able to pay attention to details.

If you are a boss, place them (your employees) at the right spot!!
Eyebrow-Eyebrow also governs the longevity of a person. Represent the sibling’s relationship.
Glossy eyebrow is a good eyebrow-a person of higher social ability-suitable for front line personnel who
loves to associate and socialize.
Straight eyebrow is a headstrong and unyielding person who is not willing to take advises or give-up
easily-place such person in hard labor intensive sector where he or she will not submit to peer pressure.
Such person also good in dealing with financial side of the company and definitely a back office person.
Curvy eyebrow is a person with creative thinking and ideas.-place him or her in design or non-routine
jobs. Might not be a good planner tough since he or she has too much of conflicting ideas to come out
with.
Eyebrow with protruding bone is a person who is in-charge and risk taker. On normal circumstances,
such person will not work for people, if he or she does, as a boss you need to give him or her full
blessing and power of making decision. Pitfall, such person will not have the time to analysis a whole
picture before making critical decision as he or she does not think is necessary.
Sparse eyebrow is a person cannot manage their financial properly
Fine and thin eyebrow is a person who is good in analytical skill.
Eyebrow with different directions is a traitor!
Dry-eyebrow person is a hard labor person.
Think eyebrow person is afraid of his wife.
Eyebrow longer than the length of eye is a person who has many siblings.
Eyebrow closer to eye is a cold-blooded person.
A mole in eyebrow is a person might face drowning if he or she likes water sport.
Uneven eyebrow person might have different parents.
Please write to info@misterfengshui.com
Your letters and comments are always welcomed!

-Kerby
Kerby Kuek
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